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ABSTRACT: The detection of buried objects using time-domain freespace measurements was carried out in the near ﬁeld. The location of a
hidden object was determined from an analysis of the reﬂected signal.
This method can be extended to detect any number of objects. Measurements were carried out in the X- and Ku-bands using ordinary rectangular pyramidal horn antennas of gain ; 15 dB. The same antenna was
used as the transmitter and recei¨ er. The experimental results were
compared with simulated results by applying the two-dimensional
ﬁnite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, and agree well with each
other. The dispersi¨ e nature of the dielectric medium was considered for
the simulation. 䊚 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Microwave Opt
Technol Lett 31: 45᎐47, 2001.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major hurdles for the peacekeepers of war is the
extensive use of the most dangerous land mines planted by
foes. Extensive research has been ongoing in land-mine detection. A mine with a nonmetallic covering makes it impossible for conventional metal detectors to detect it, so there is a
need to develop new techniques for land-mine detection,
which should be very effective in detecting mines even with
low loss and low-contrast dielectric materials. Many researchers have concentrated their attention in this ﬁeld.
Montoya and Smith w1x detected land mines using resistively
loaded vee dipoles. Demarest, Plumb, and Huang w2x calculated the ﬁelds scattered by buried objects when the sources
are close enough to the air᎐ground interface. A novel method
of detecting buried objects like underground pipes, voids,
cables, etc., using ordinary pyramidal horns both in the Xand Ku-bands is presented by the authors.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Theoretical work was carried out on the system as shown in
Figure 1. The dielectric medium Ž  s s 2.5. is assumed to be
dispersive, linear, homogeneous, and isotropic. The discretized Maxwell’s expressions for space and time were given
by Yee w3x. Incorporating the dispersive nature of the dielectric medium w4x in the constitutive FDTD equations, the
expression for the H-ﬁeld is kept unchanged as the medium
is assumed to be nonmagnetic, and is given by
H x Ž i , j, t q 1 . s H x Ž i , j, t .
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Because of the dispersive nature of the dielectric medium,
the electric ﬁeld is modiﬁed. The expression for the E-ﬁeld is
given by

s

dt

Schematic diagram of the theoretical system
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where  0 Ž i, j . s Ž  s y ⬁ .Ž1 y expŽydtrt 0 .. is the susceptibility function, ⌬ mŽ i, j . s Ž  s y ⬁ . expŽymdtrt 0 .Ž1 y
expŽydtrt 0 .. 2 ,  s is the static permittivity of the dielectric,
⬁ is the optical permittivity of the dielectric, t 0 is the
relaxation time of the dielectric, and  0 is the permeability
of free space.
A Gaussian pulse with dt s 16.667 ps, T0 s 41.667 ps was
executed at the source plane. A Yee cell was constructed
from 140 grids in the X-direction and 80 grids in the Y-direction with a grid spacing dx s 0.5 cm and dy s 0.5 cm, respectively. Mur’s boundary conditions w5x were applied at the
boundaries. A dielectric object Ž  s s 4. of dimensions 3 cm
= 3 cm was placed at a distance of 8 cm from the air᎐dielectric interface, as shown in ﬁgure 1. The response of the
Gaussian pulse with time was noted. The same procedure was
repeated with one more object placed at a distance of 18 cm
away from the front surface, in line with the ﬁrst object.
P1, P 2, and P3 were three test points selected for study.
The time-domain response from these points gives information on the buried object. This is explicit from Figure 2Ža.,
Žb.. Figure 2Ža. is the response obtained with a single object
buried in the vessel, and Figure 2Žb. is that when two objects
are in a line. The dotted line represents the response at point
P1, and the solid line that at P 2 and P3. Peak R1 corresponds to the forward-moving Gaussian pulse, and R2 the
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

1.2

Experiments were performed in the X- and Ku-bands. A
cubical vessel of dimensions 40 cm = 40 cm = 35 cm was
ﬁlled with dry sand Ž  s s 2.5.. The pyramidal horn antenna
which was connected to one port of the S-parameter test set
transmitted 10 mW power, and the same antenna received
the reﬂected power from the vessel. The X-band horn antenna has a half-power beamwidth ŽHPBW. of 18⬚ Ž E-plane.
and 15.5⬚ Ž H-plane. and aperture dimensions 9.8 cm =
7.5 cm. The respective values for the Ku-band horn antenna
are 20⬚, 17⬚, and 5.7 cm = 4.4 cm. Both of the antennas have
a gain of ; 15 dB. A dielectric block Ž  r s 4. of dimensions
7 cm = 3 cm = 3 cm was buried at a distance of 8 cm from
the front surface of the vessel. Then the pyramidal horn
antenna was set at each position P1, P 2, and P3 Žnear-ﬁeld
points., as shown in Figure 3. The time-domain response was
plotted with an HP 8510 C vector network analyzer. The
same procedure was repeated, with one more object buried at
a distance of 10 cm behind the ﬁrst object. The results
obtained are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4Ža., Žb. represents the response obtained for single object in the X- and Ku-bands, respectively, and Figure 4Žc. gives the response of two objects in the Ku-band. In
the ﬁgures, R1 is the reﬂection from the front surface of the
vessel. R2 corresponds to the reﬂection from the ﬁrst object,
and R3 that from the second object. The dotted line represents the time-domain response of the Gaussian pulse corresponding to point P1, and the solid lines corresponding to
P 2 and P3. The minor peaks appearing in front of R1 may
be due to the discontinuities in the cables and connectors. A
comparison of the theoretical and experimental results is
shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2 Theoretical time-domain responses. Ža. With one buried
object. Žb. With two buried objects in line. ------ response at test point
P1, ᎏᎏ response at points P 2 and P3

reﬂection from the air᎐dielectric interface. R3 represents the
reﬂection from the ﬁrst buried object, and R5 that from
the second object. R4 and R6 are the signals obtained due
to the smaller dimensions of the objects. This can be avoided
if the sample dimension is greater than the width of the
Gaussian pulse. In Figure 2Žb., the response after peak R6 is
the repetition of the reﬂections.

Figure 3
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A simple and accurate method of detecting buried objects in
the time domain has been presented. The results are compared with FDTD simulation results. An ordinary pyramidal
horn with moderate aperture and nominal gain is used for
the measurement. This technique ﬁnds wide applications in
the detection of buried objects like land mines, pipes, voids,
etc. The work can be extended to determine the dielectric
parameters of hidden objects.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Results from Theory and Experiment
Theoretical Results Žfrom Fig. 2.

Experimental Results Žfrom Fig. 3.

8 cm
Žﬁrst object.

Ž R2᎐R3.r2 ª 0.3705 ns
Ž7.125 cm. a

Ž R1᎐R2.r2 ª 0.4117 ns, 0.465 ns
Ž8.42 cm.Žaverage. a

18 cm
Žsecond object.

Ž R2᎐R5.r2 ª 0.92855 ns
Ž17.86 cm. a

Ž R1᎐R3.r2 ª 0.9254 ns
Ž17.79 cm. a

Actual Depth

a

The velocity factor in the dielectric is incorporated.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a far-ﬁeld pattern calculation
technique in the body-of-re¨ olution ﬁnite-difference time-domain
(BOR᎐FDTD) method. Because the BOR᎐FDTD sol¨ es two- and
half-dimensional problems, it has different features from the threedimensional FDTD method in the far-ﬁeld pattern calculation. A
monopole antenna fed by a coax is used to ¨ alidate the technique
described in this paper. 䊚 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Microwave
Opt Technol Lett 31: 47᎐50, 2001.
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Figure 4 Experimental time-domain responses. Ža. With one buried
object Ž X-band response.. Žb. With one buried object Ž Ku-band
response.. Žc. With two buried objects Ž Ku-band response.. ------ response at test point P 1, ᎏᎏ response at points P 2
and P3

The numerical techniques based on the ﬁnite-difference
time-domain ŽFDTD. algorithm applicable to general electromagnetic problems have grown in importance w1᎐5x. The
BOR᎐FDTD has a great advantage over the three-dimensional FDTD for a rotationally symmetric problem w6᎐11x. It
is well known that the three-dimensional near- to far-ﬁeld
transformation technique has been widely used to compute
the far-ﬁeld pattern in the FDTD simulations w4, 5x. Because
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